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1.0. High-Level Summary
Mario Grabovaj was tasked with performing an internal 1-day penetration test towards
DC Network on March 4th, 2022. The goal of the penetration testing is to act as threat-
actor by performing Cyber attacks against DC 2 server. Mario’s overall objective was to
evaluate  the  network,  identify  the  DC 2 server,  and exploit  flaws while  reporting the
findings back to the DC Systems.

When  performing  the  internal  penetration  test,  there  were  several  alarming
vulnerabilities that were identified on DC’s network. When performing the attacks, Mario
was able to gain access to the DC 2 server, primarily due to outdated patches and poor
security  configurations  and  poor  password  security.   During  the  testing,  Mario  had
administrative level access to the DC 2 server. The system was successfully exploited
and access granted. A brief technical overview is listed below:

Target:  DC 2 – Low-privilege shell  was obtained by performing a brute  force attack
against the  Wordpress web application login form found at  http://dc-2/wp-login.php ,
granting the tester access to the Wordpress account and also to the Tom user account
on the system by connecting through ssh on port 22. Once access was established, we
bypassed the restricted shell of user Tom by using the vi binary file found on the home
folder. Changing to user Jerry we issue the command sudo git branch –help config and
gained full root access.

1.1. Recommendations
Mario recommends patching the vulnerabilities identified during the testing to ensure
that an attacker cannot exploit these systems in the future. One thing to remember is
that these systems require frequent patching and once patched,  should remain on a
regular patch program to protect additional vulnerabilities that are discovered at a later
date. Some important recommendations: 

* Implement a password security policy. - Using strong passwords an attacker can’t find
any credentials by brute forcing login forms or ssh.

* Update and patch web application. - By not updating and patching the web application
framework frequently can lead to attackers to exploit the system by using public and
non-public exploits on the web and gain low- or full- privilege escalation.
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*  Perform  Permissions  Audit  of  System Files.  -  Permission  misconfigurations  are  a
common occurrence  and  can  be leveraged  to  gain  full  administrative.  Performing  a
baseline and then scheduled audits of the permissions can ensure those files and their
permissions  are  following  security  best-practices.  Service  accounts  should  not  be
owners of sensitive operating system files that control local user accounts.

1.2. Severity Scale
The severity scale is based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System version 3.1. See 
FIRST.ORG for more information.

CRITICAL Severity Issue (9.0 – 10.0): Exploitation of the vulnerability likely results in root-level 
compromise of servers or infrastructure devices. The attacker does not need to persuade a target 
user, for example via social engineering, into performing any special functions. 

Is advised that you patch or upgrade as soon as possible, unless you have other mitigating 
measures in place. For example, a mitigating factor could be if your installation is not accessible 
from the internet.

HIGH Severity Issue (7.0 – 8.9): The vulnerability is difficult to exploit. Exploitation could result in 
elevated privileges. Exploitation could result in a significant data loss or downtime.

MEDIUM Severity Issue (4.0 – 6.9): Can require the attacker to manipulate individual victims via 
social engineering tactics. Denial of service vulnerabilities that are difficult to set up. Exploits that 
require an attacker to reside on the same local network as the victim.

LOW Severity Issue (0.1 – 3.9): This vulnerabilities have very little impact on an organization’s 
business. Exploitation of such vulnerabilities usually requires local or physical system access.

INFO Severity Issue: Meant to increase client’s knowledge. Likely no actual threat.

2.0. Methodologies
Mario  utilized  a  widely  adopted  approach  to  performing  penetration  testing  that  is
effective in testing how well the DC environments are secure by adopting five phases:
Information  Gathering,  Service  Enumeration,  Penetration  and  Reporting/Mitigation.
Below is a breakout of how Mario was able to identify and exploit the DC 2 system and
includes all individual vulnerabilities found.
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2.1. Information Gathering
During this penetration test, Mario was tasked with exploiting a scope host(s) from DC
that includes the DC 2 corporate server. You can see the network details here:

Network

-  Hostname: dc-2
-  IP Address: 192.168.48.140
-  Mac Address: 00:0c:29:c9:fe:f9

Mario was able to verify the IP Address and connectivity of the DC2 host/server by connecting to 
the DC network and performing a ping-sweep of the network which returned the IP Address of 
192.168.48.140 for DC 2.

2.2. Service Enumeration
Mario  performed  service  enumeration  to  discover  information  about  the  services
provided  by  DC  that  reveal  many  critical  details  that  could  be  leveraged  to  bypass
security and gain an initial foothold into the system.

We began by scanning all ports on DC with Nmap to determine which services we open.
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Server IP Address Ports Open

192.168.48.140 TCP: 80, 7744

After looking the Nmap results we scan the web application for hidden directories with the tool 
gobuster.

Checking the path http://dc-2/wp-admin/ url we found a Wordpress CMS login form. 
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2.3. Penetration
During this penetration test,  Mario was able to successfully gain access to the DC 2
system by brute forcing the Wordpress login form with a custom wordlist enumerated
from the blog.

Vulnerability Exploited:  Brute Force of weak Passwords

System Vulnerable: 192.168.48.140

Vulnerability Explanation:  We created a custom wordlist from the blog website with

the cewl tool to use for a brute force attack against the login form.

cewl http://dc-2/index.php -m 4 -w files/passwords.txt 2>/dev/null 

We used the Wordpress security tool wpscan to enumerate for users on the target machine.

wpscan –url http://dc-2/ --disable-tls-checks –enumerate p –enumerate t –enumerate u
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We launched a brute force attack with wpscan using the 3 usernames we found from our latest 
enumeration and the created password wordlist.

wpscan –url http://dc-2/ --disable-tls-checks -U usernames.txt -P passwords.txt

Following the brute force we got credentials for 2 users  jerry and tom:

Username: jerry, Password: adipiscing
Username: tom, Password: parturient 

With the above credentials we could successfully login to the wordpress CMS and also with ssh.
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We could logged in only as Tom with ssh. Once logged we got a restricted shell for user Tom with 
only four binaries on the home directory, which we could run them.
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We used a trick to bypass the restricted shell by using the  vi editor on the system to

open a new non-restricted shell.

Following commands were used to bypass the restricted shell:
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:set shell=/bin/bash

:shell

After more enumeration on the system as user Tom we changed to another user Jerry on

the machine. The user Jerry can run the git command as root user, which helped us to

gain root access to the system.

Severity: Critical

2.4 Other Issues
We discovered the login credentials for the MySQL database which allowed a successful
local login to said database.
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Severity: Low

2.5. House Cleaning
During the penetration testing engagement, tools, files, user accounts, etc… are created
on the client’s system(s) which would compromise the client’s security.

Outer Heaven Group is diligent to ensure that no potential security issues are introduced
to the DC 2 environment after the completion of the engagement. DC system have had
all  tools,  files,  user accounts,  etc… that were created by Outer  Heaven Group testers
during the engagement removed.

3.0. Additional Items Not Mentioned in the Report
This section is placed for any additional items that were not mentioned in the overall
report.
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